I OC S CO U RS E IN IN TE RN ATIO N A L USE
The Spring 2015 edition of East-West
Church & Ministry Report, pp. 8-9
reports on a major outreach programme
emanating from the Cambridge Theological
Federation, an introductory course designed by the Institute
for Orthodox Christian Studies and entitled ‘How to Run
THE WAY’ – ‘The Way’ being the first name given by early
believers to the Christian faith. This multi-media production
consists of 4 DVDs of talks (whose scope and content have
been overseen by the Institute’s President, Metropolitan
Kallistos Ware) plus a CD with comprehensive instructions
and all necessary materials for running the twelve-session
course.
Production of THE WAY in an elegant box-set was
funded by the Romanian branch of World Vision and
exemplifies a modern approach to furthering the
Gospel. Where western Christians once attempted
to introduce their own brand of Christianity to the
east, those who now feel called to be active in those
regions prefer to work with the already established
Churches.
In consequence, THE WAY, developed first for Orthodox
Christians in the west and widely used in the Englishspeaking countries, has now been adopted as adult catechesis
throughout the Patriarchate of Romania, whilst an episcopallyfunded translation for use in Greece nears completion. Versions
for use in other of the Orthodox heartlands are in preparation.

For further information, see the East-West Church & Ministry
Report extract on the next page.
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THE WAY: Adapting the Alpha Course for Orthodox Catechism

Danut Manastireanu

THE WAY is basically
the Alpha Course,
an adult catechism
program created
by an Anglican
charismatic church,
adapted to provide
a specifically
Orthodox
perspective.

In May 2009, Professor of Theology Bradley
Nassif from North Park University, Chicago, visited
Romania for the launch of the Romanian translation
of James Stamoolis, ed., Three Views on Eastern
Orthodoxy and Evangelicalism (Grand Rapids,
MI: Zondervan, 2006), which took place at the
University of Cluj. (Romanian edition: Ortodoxie
si evanghelism. Trei perspective [Iasi: Adoramus,
2009].) The second edition, in preparation, will
include an Orthodox introduction by Dr. Stelian
Tofana and an evangelical introduction by Dr. Danut
Manastireanu.) During the 2009 visit, Dr. Nassif
described for me an Orthodox project that might
benefit from any potential support I could provide
through the budget I was managing as part of my
World Vision responsibilities for the Middle East
& Eastern Europe Region. The project, formally
initiated in June 2004 at the Institute for Orthodox
Christian Studies (IOCS), in Cambridge, England,
under the leadership of Professor David Frost, later
principal of the college, was called THE WAY, taking
its name from the earliest term by which followers
of Christ referred to themselves. Its purpose is “to
teach basic Orthodox Christianity as a journey of life,
centered on Christ, in terms that communicate to a
secular and largely pagan world.”

As Dr. Frost explains:

The need for this educational outreach program
was established by consultation with the
various Orthodox jurisdictions of the United
Kingdom, whose bishops are concerned that
the youth of their churches are drifting away
because of ignorance, the challenge of western
secularism, alienation from the cultures of the
ethnic churches, and a desire for worship and
instruction in the language of their adopted
country.

THE WAY is basically an adult catechism,
addressed initially to people 18 to 40 years old,
though in practice it proved to appeal to anyone
from 18 to 80. It uses the acclaimed methodology
and structure used by the Alpha Course (an
adult catechism program created by an Anglican
charismatic church, Holy Trinity, Brompton Road,
London), adapted to provide a specifically Orthodox
perspective. Each meeting in the 12-session series
ends with a much-appreciated innovation, a closing
question-and-answer time. Dr. Frost has subsequently
defined the relation between Alpha and THE WAY as
a question of function: “Alpha breaks up the ground;
THE WAY builds a church on it.”

I offer here a succinct presentation of the approach,
from a document outlining the history of THE WAY:
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Each session begins with a communal lunch, where
the human contacts generated by eating together build
up the gathering as a Christian fellowship. The meal
is followed by a video or a live presentation of 45-55
minutes by one member of the team on a major aspect
of the faith. Participants then divide into small groups,
each with a leader trained to facilitate free discussion.
No question is treated as foolish or improper and no

position thought unworthy of consideration. No group is
larger than 10 persons. The aim is to build up friendships
so that Christianity is caught, in C.S. Lewis’ phrase, “by
good infection.” ♦

Danut Manastireanu, based in Romania, is Director
for Faith and Development for the Middle East and
Eastern Europe for World Vision International.

The Keston Archive: From Oxford to Baylor
Wallace L. Daniel

Periods of war and revolution are notorious for
destroying key components of a nation’s memory.
Equally destructive are government attacks on ways
of thinking and believing that seek to obliterate the
past and create new patterns of being. In the Soviet
Union, for most of the twentieth century, Russian
Orthodoxy and other forms of religious belief suffered
one of the greatest assaults on religion in history. As a
result, a great deal of Russia’s national story has been
lost from view, feared gone forever, or remains still
to be reconstructed. Such losses particularly apply to
individuals and groups whose views did not conform
to the government’s desired paradigm. Their voices
are essential parts of the mosaic of life in the former
Soviet Union.
Fortunately, an archive of religion exists that
contains documents and other materials concerning
significant aspects of Russia’s national story, other
regions of the former Soviet Union, and Eastern
Europe. The Keston Center, located at Baylor
University, Waco, Texas, holds such a collection, the
product of more than a half-century of diligent work.
“You must know that there is nothing higher, or
stronger, or sounder, or more useful in life than
some good memory, especially some memory
from childhood, from the parental home,” says
Alyosha near the end of Dostoevsky’s The Brothers
Karamazov.1 The memories stored in the Keston
Archive are often not the most pleasant aspects of
the past, but collectively they comprise a nearly
unparalleled record of struggle, courage, and
commitment to certain values in extremely difficult
circumstances. They fill in important gaps in Russia’s
national story that otherwise might well remain
unknown. It is the purpose of this article to revisit
the Keston Archive, its current status, holdings, and
opportunities for research.
Specifically, how might the archive contribute to
scholars interested in religious liberty, politics, and
religion, the ongoing debate over the role of religion
in public discourse, and the relationship of religion to
power? What resources found in the Keston Archive
might enrich the discussion of all four of these
related subjects, offering a more complete picture of
a dynamic that continues to provoke controversy in
present times?
Origins and Content

The collection had an inauspicious but forwardlooking beginning. Its story is well known, but
several aspects deserve brief recapitulation. In
1958-59, Michael Bourdeaux, a young graduate

student at Oxford University, was a participant in
the international exchange program between Great
Britain and the Soviet Union. In the winter of 1959,
he became aware of the atrocities perpetrated by
Nikita Khrushchev’s campaign against religious
believers. He made the decision to become a “voice
of the persecuted” by documenting their stories and
collecting materials relating to the assault on them
and freedom of conscience. Purchasing on the street
the first copy of a new journal, Science and Religion
[Nauka i religiia], Bourdeaux could not have foreseen
that the journal would spearhead the ideological
crusade against religion. The materials he collected
that year turned out to be first-hand accounts of an
anti-religious campaign only then getting underway.
In time the growing collection would evolve into a
major repository of primary sources on religion and
church-state issues in Communist countries.
As an institution, Keston’s origins date to 1969 and
the creation of the Center for the Study of Religion
and Communism. In 1974 the Center moved from
Chislehurst, Kent, to a vacant elementary school
building in the village of Keston, south of London,
and changed its name to “Keston College.” In
founding the college, Bourdeaux was joined by three
prominent English friends—diplomat and writer Sir
John Lawrence, Soviet historian Leonard Schapiro,
and political scientist and international affairs
specialist Peter Reddaway. Like Michael Bourdeaux,
each of them had a passionate interest in Russia and
the Soviet Union. Each of them also had a strong
commitment to religious liberty, freedom of speech,
and freedom of conscience.
The defense of these fundamental freedoms and
the courage to be the “voice of those who do not have
a voice” have served as major themes of Keston from
its inception. Such a theme runs throughout Keston’s
history and activities—the publication of a major
international journal, Religion in Communist Lands,
edited by Xenia Dennen, the award of the Templeton
Prize to Michael Bourdeaux in 1984, and the move to
the city of Oxford and the change of name to “Keston
Institute” in 1991, which it has retained. In 2007, the
archive was transferred to the J. M. Dawson Center at
Baylor University in the United States and became a
central part of the newly established Keston Center for
Religion, Politics, and Society.
The administrative and financial reasons
underlying the archive’s transfer are recounted in
Davorin Peterlin’s recent article on the impressive
publishing activity of Keston Institute.2 Suffice it to

(continued on page 10)
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